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Abstract 

Cogni�ive an� e��ca�ional sciences s�are a f�n�a�en�al in�eres� in learning. W�ile ��eore�ical �ases an� an� e��ca�ional sciences s�are a f�n�a�en�al in�eres� in learning. W�ile ��eore�ical �ases an� 
prac�ical in�eres�s see� �o �a�c� well a� firs� sig��, i� is well wor�� �o �ake a closer look. In ��e �ifferen� 
�isciplines involve� in ��e Cogni�ive Sciences ��ere is a large n���er of approac�es �o s���y learning, 
��� closer glance reveals a li�i�e� n���er of ways �o concep��alize learning. In i�s s�or� �is�ory, ��e fiel� 
�as seen so�e para�ig� s�if�s, w�ic� c�ange� ��e way we look a� ���an cogni�ion an� ���s a� learning. 
I� is wor�� no�ing ��a� eac� para�ig� also �ranspor�s an i�plici� no�ion of knowle�ge.
In ��e fiel� of e��ca�ion we fin� ��ese para�ig�s as �ifferen� learning ��eories, w�ic� in ��rn �e�er�ine 
approac�es �o �eac�ing an� learning. Dealing wi�� knowle�ge is cen�ral �o e��ca�ional prac�ice. 
F�r��er�ore, e��ca�ional researc� in�ica�es ��a� o�r personal concep� of knowle�ge q�ali�a�ively 
infl�ences ��e way s���en�s learn. T��s ��ere is a �eep, ��� ��e in�rica�e rela�ions�ip �e�ween o�r concep�s 
learning an� knowle�ge.
If ��e in�erac�ion �e�ween ��e �wo fiel�s is �o go �eyon� ��e (of�en �nsa�isfying) a��e�p� �o fin� �irec�-
�o-classroo� recipes, explici� concep�s of learning an� knowle�ge ��s� �e ��e s�ar�ing poin� for any 
s�ccessf�l in�er�isciplinary colla�ora�ion..
Key words: cogni�ive sciences, e��ca�ion, knowle�ge, learning. 

Introduction

cognitive sciences and educational sciences are �oth concerned with the phenomenon 
of learning.

the division of la�our seemed to �e clear: educational sciences are concerned with la�our seemed to �e clear: educational sciences are concerned with seemed to �e clear: educational sciences are concerned with 
learning in educational systems while cognitive sciences are involved in �asic research of 
learning. recently, however, there is a growing interest within the cognitive sciences in learning 
in educational systems.

this raises the question a�out the nature of the relation �etween �asic research and 
application. reif (2008) states that a “truly scientific approach to education would thus need 
to strive for a �etter understanding of the underlying human thought processes and knowledge 
required for a good performance in particular scientific domains. such an approach would then 
deli�erately exploit an understanding of these underlying mechanisms to help students learn.” 
(reif, 2008, xiv) While there will not �e much discontent on the idea that a �etter understanding 
of the human mind may contri�ute to developments in educational systems, the statement 
suggests that education can �e grounded in scientific findings in a rather straightforward way: 
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basic research uncovers how humans think which in turn informs education how to teach. 
at first glance the notion that �asic research will “inform” educational practice may 

seem appealing, at a second glance the relation is more complex. ansari and coch (2006), 
argue that direct-to-classroom application have proven to �e difficult and often unsatisfying. 
at the same time persistent ‘neuromyths’ lead to the simplification or misinterpretation of 
scientific findings, culminating in approaches such as ‘�rain �ased learning’. they diagnose 
that the current situation for a cooperation �etween education and cognitive (neuro-)science is 
characterized �y a lack of a common language and �ackground, few contacts and a lack of a 
common forum and funding opportunities. they conclude that currently there is no common 
framework. 

A more optimistic view can be found with Meltzoff et.al. (2009), who see the dawn of 
‘a new science of learning’: “a convergence of discoveries in psychology, neuroscience, and 
machine learning has resulted in principles of human learning that are leading to changes in 
educational theory and the design of learning environments.“ 

Meltzoff et al. (2009) essentially propose that learning is computational and social 
interaction acts as a catalyst for learning through imitation, shared attention, and empathy and 
social emotions providing an adequate input to the learning mechanism. 

While this view is in line with state of the art research in the cognitive sciences and 
immediately appealing for researchers with a similar �ackground, the question remains whether 
in practice this approach can live up to its promises. at a closer glance, education, rather than 
�eing a partner at eye-level, seems to provide the playground. 

beyond meltzoff and colleagues’ approach, there are various ways to approach the 
phenomenon “learning” in the disciplines involved, and the question is whether they are 
mutually compati�le. in order to come closer to a common framework, an o�vious first step is 
to take a look at how learning is conceptualized. 

the perspective taken for this theoretical paper is that of a cognitive scientist and higher 
education professional. as point of departure, core concepts of learning theories as represented 
in text�ooks or mainstream pu�lications will �e identified as well as their respective level of 
formalization. 

based on this, it will �e shown which concepts of learning relate to which paradigms 
in cognitive science.  it will �e argued that different approaches to the question ‘how the 
mind works’ implicitly carry different notions of knowledge and that this matters for learning, 
�ecause educational research has shown that the individual conceptualization of knowledge 
influences learning in quite fundamental ways. based on this, some implications for practice 
may �e considered. 

Concepts of Learning

terminology may differ �etween schools and disciplines, therefore an attempt to compare 
approaches to learning seems to �e most efficient when focusing on underlying concepts. 

the discipline which is most rigid in the sense that a concept is implemented as 
a mechanism, i.e. an algorithm or a simulation, is computer science. logical systems learn 
�y inference, systems of classical artificial intelligence store and retrieve from memory, and 
artificial neural networks learn �y association, �y representing the statistical properties of their 
input (their environment). so here we find three approaches to learning: inference, storage and 
retrieval, and association. 

learning in natural neural networks (a.k.a. in the �rain), is realized through continual 
reorganization of synapses, so again the learning mechanism is association. biology adds an 
evolutionary perspective and adaptation as theoretical framework for learning. please note that 
we are not talking a�out an implementa�le mechanism or precise model any more. 
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the question whether we are talking a�out a mechanism, a model, a theory, or a 
metaphor �ecomes even more pressing when looking at ��e discipline concerned with learning: 
psychology. much-maligned �ehaviourism, while explicitly rejecting to explain the “�lack 
�ox”, is making the strong assumption that the mind is a �a��la rasa which is �eing filled 
through the association of stimuli (Zim�ardo, 2004). it is thus well-compati�le with those 
disciplines which want to explain the workings of the “�lack �ox” �y focusing on association 
as learning mechanism. it should, however �e noted that in neuroscience and computer science 
the mechanism of association is very concrete, whereas �ehaviourism o�serves changes in the 
�ehaviour of the whole organism. 

in cognitive psychology, which still constitutes the mainstream, the concept of learning 
�oils down to the storage and retrieval of contents. research focusses around memory and 
its capacity (Zim�ardo, 2004). it is therefore well compati�le with the classical artificial 
intelligence direction of computer science, �ut also in the field of neuroscience there is much 
talk a�out the �rain storing and retrieving.  

other approaches in psychology remained, al�eit less hegemonic. Gestaltpsychology 
conceptualizes learning as insight learning, as the recognition of an organizing principle (Gestalt) 
which then leads to new approaches in pro�lem solving. in experiments insight learning was 
primed �y allowing su�jects to interact with artifacts in the environment �efore a pro�lem was 
posed (Wertheimer, 1982). Yet another approach can be found in Vygotsky’s (1978) work, who 
saw learning as internalization: the learning process is initially driven �y an activity in the 
physical environment, which �y means of social interaction is transformed from an inter- to an 
intrapersonal process. 

this very �rief overview shows that while a common interest is �eing shared, there 
is no comprehensive concept of learning. learning is �eing conceptualized as association, 
storage and retrieval, inference, adaptation, insight, or internalization. furthermore, the level of 
formalization differs dramatically. only the former three have �een implemented as concrete 
mechanisms. the existence of such divergent concepts of learning raises the question whether 
they are mutually compati�le and which ones will �e more via�le. 

Learning, Knowledge and Paradigms in the Cognitive Sciences

in spite of today’s cognitive sciences �eing a young field of research, it has already 
undergone dramatic paradigm shifts (for a detailed historical account see Bechtel et al. 1998; 
Varela 1990). The different paradigms show differences in compatibility with different concepts 
of learning. if we assume that the failure of a research program may �e an indicator for the 
via�ility of the concepts involved, it is worthwhile to have a closer look.  

early or classical cognitive science united psychology, philosophy, linguistics, and 
classical artificial intelligence (computer science) under the postulate that ‘cognition is 
information processing’. this cognitivist position essentially treats learning as storage and 
retrieval of memory contents and thinking as logical inference. it can �e understood �etter if 
one considers that for the first time a new and powerful instrument was availa�le which allowed 
for testing for coherence theories (at least those which could �e cast in an algorithm) as well 
as prediction of experimental findings: the digital computer. however, if the computer is taken 
as a model for human cognition, one implicitly transports a notion of knowledge which is 
�uilt on the distinction �etween syntax and semantics. the price for this was that the resulting 
models were closed formal systems, which could solve pro�lems within a particular domain, 
�ut did not show properties of human cognition such as the a�ility to act �ased on incomplete 
knowledge a�out a situation or the a�ility to change an unsuccessful strategy. for a while there 
was hope that implementing ‘real world knowledge’ into these systems, �ut in the end the 
classical approach must �e called a failure. 

Brigitte RÖMMER-NOSSEK. Mind the Gap – the Importance of Reflecting on Different Notions of Learning and Knowledge within 
and between Cognitive and Educational Sciences
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the notion of knowledge which was implicitly transported is that knowledge consists 
of separa�le units which can �e decontextualized and contextualized, stored and retrieved 
without qualitative change, and which descri�e the world. a necessary presupposition was that 
knowledge “in the mind” and “in the world” are somehow similar. While ‘knowledge’ is not 
part of the terminology in the cognitive sciences, which would rather speak of ‘information’, 
pedagogical implications are still clear: learning storing and retrieving knowledge, which is, 
in a sense, o�jective und unchangea�le, new knowledge can come a�out through inference. it 
is a purely intellectual act, the �ody (including emotions) and social environments may at �est 
have to role of a “motivator”. 

among other fundamental pro�lems of this approach, it must �e noted that the computer 
models of this early phase did not learn. thus there was no convincing answer to the question 
how knowledge “in the mind” relates to the world (for a detailed critique see for example 
Dreyfus, 1979; Peschl, 1994). Again it was a methodological innovation which brought about 
change: In the mid-1980 Rumelhart and McClelland (1986) published a collection of research 
papers dealing with a new type of computer model: artificial neural networks (nn). these 
connectionist models were inspired �y �rain networks and consisted of a num�er of identical 
units, highly simplified models of neurons, and weights, which would determine the “synaptic” 
strength of the connection �etween the units. the most striking feature of a nn perceived at 
the time was that the performance on a particular task can �e tuned in a training process using 
algorithms which incrementally change the weights – they can learn. it would go �eyond the 
scope of this paper to go into the technicalities of these models and their relation to real neural 
networks (for a detailed account see Churchland and Sejnowski, 1993), relevant in this context 
are the, again implicit, implications of connectionism for the notion of knowledge. 

in (artificial) neural networks, knowledge is not “stored”. there is no separation of 
semantics and syntax, the network is its knowledge (Clark, 1999). The relation of ‘the learned’ to 
the world is no longer pro�lematic, since it came a�out through interaction with the environment. 
What should �e noted, however, is that while there may �e some topographical mapping, it is not 
an image of the world, the network merely needs to produce adequate �ehaviour in interaction 
wi�� the world – this is very close to the concept of coupling of Maturana and Varela (1970). 
thus learning does not mean to “copy“ separate units of knowledge, �ut to acquire the a�ility 
to produce adequate results �y association inputs with desired outputs. 

In the 1980ies this new way to model the mind was conceived to be a revolution, in 
retrospect it was only the �eginning of thinking of human cognition in a fundamentally different 
way. it �ecame possi�le to question whether it is evolutionary plausi�le that the �rain’s function 
is to faithfully store and retrieve ‘o�jective’ information a�out the world. instead, the role of 
cognition is to produce via�le predictions and �ehaviour for a �ody interacting with and within 
a physical and social world (Varela, 1990; Clark, 1994; Glenberg, 1997). 

the fact that humans have a �ody on the one hand constrains what can �e done within 
this world, e.g. our arm has only so many degrees of freedom thus our cognitive apparatus will 
come up with a num�er of predictions and �ehaviours which is limited accordingly. on the 
other hand, the interaction of the �ody with the environment may support what is traditionally 
thought of as a rather a�stract cognitive operation, e.g. using the fingers to count for addition 
(Dahaene, 1997). In this sense cognition is embodied. 

a distinguished characteristic of humans is that we tend to structure and �uild our 
environments, often in a way that ‘cognitive load’ is being reduced (Clark, 1994) For example, 
�y carrying a schedule with all our appointments, we are ‘offloading cognitive load’: we replace 
having to memorize a large num�er of dates �y in�erac�ing with this artifact whenever needed. 
environments are structured �y physical artifacts as well as social conventions organizations 
and – last �ut not least – language. this “ultimate artifact” has a referential function which 
allows to sta�ilize (parts of) our memory and to negotiate the structuring of our environment 
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(clark, 2001). new generations will not only inherit genes, they grow into physical, social and 
organizational structures, Clark (1994) refers to this as scaffol�ing.

the implications of an em�odied and situated view on cognition for a traditional notion 
of knowledge are shattering: knowledge as a static entity descri�ing a part of the world is not 
a plausi�le option anymore. artifacts like �ooks may invite sta�le patterns of interaction and 
thus contri�ute to the illusion of o�jective knowledge. Knowledge is �etter conceptualized as 
an ongoing process of negotiation which encompasses the coupling of mental, physical as well 
as social structures and processes. 

What it means “to know” changes dramatically, since the a�ility to faithfully reproduce an 
artifact will no longer suffice, it is the a�ility to actively participate in knowledge processes. 

please note that this approach does not refute connectionism, association is still considered 
to be a viable learning concept. In this light, Meltzoff’s et al. (2009) proposal that learning is 
essentially computational and that social interactions act as catalysts is well compati�le with 
the paradigm introduced a�ove. 

however, while it may suffice for the cognitive scientist, who strives for an explanation 
at the level of a mechanism, the explanatory power of association as the only formalized 
learning concept considered seems rather limited for educational theory as well as practice. if 
cognitive and educational science are to colla�orate successfully, there needs to �e reflection 
on the theoretical level and a mutual agreement for the concrete project, with regard to the 
question which concepts of learning and knowledge will yield explanatory power with regard 
to the research question or application.    

considering the complexity of educational processes ‘in the wild’ the works of Wertheimer 
(and Gestalt psychology in general) and Vygotsky deserve a wider perception �y the cognitive 
science community, since, in a sense they anticipated the current paradigm, as well as the works 
of piaget.

Where Educational and Cognitive Sciences Touch

Why should a paradigm shift in an interdisciplinary field of research �e of interest for 
educational science? after all, all the learning theories the cognitive sciences have seen, can �e 
found among the different learning theories. 

the information processing metaphor deeply diffused into our everyday language, talk 
a�out storing, retrieving and processing can �e heard everywhere. as argued a�ove, this invites 
to think of knowledge as separa�le units which have an air of o�jectivity. (and it fits well with 
Western philosophical traditions which see a divide �etween mind and �ody, also referred to 
as the mind-�ody pro�lem.) the a�ility to faithfully reproduce a ‘knowledge artifact’ may �e a 
necessary competence for an individual to participate in knowledge processes, �ut it is not the 
a�ility to actively participate in the negotiation of knowledge. 

While in the literature on higher education one will rarely find explicit concepts of 
learning and knowledge, some research indicated that an intricate link exists �etween the 
individual conceptualization of knowledge and the learning strategy chosen. 

a wide spread dichotomy is the differentiation of a surface vs. a deep learning approach, 
found by Marton and Säljö (1976, cited in Biggs, 1999): Surface learning relies on memorizing 
with a focus on facts and routines. rules and formulas are used for pro�lem solving, while facts 
and concepts are linked – if linked – without reflection. the motivation to learn is extrinsic. 
deep learning, on the contrary, is intrinsically motivated through the search for meaning. the 
focus goes to the essential elements of a given pro�lem and the central arguments. the learner 
links theory and personal experience, old and new knowledge. Entwistle and Ramsden (1983) 
added an intermediate learning style, namely strategic learning, which aims at good performance 
through grades. 

Brigitte RÖMMER-NOSSEK. Mind the Gap – the Importance of Reflecting on Different Notions of Learning and Knowledge within 
and between Cognitive and Educational Sciences
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one cannot help �ut notice the compati�ility of surface learning with the o�ject oriented 
approach to knowledge in classical cognitive science. Knowing is understood as faithful 
reproduction, whereas the deep learner’s search for meaning can �e seen a negotiation process. 
perkins (2008) offers an account of knowledge conceptions which is well compati�le with the 
implicit notions of knowledge implicitly transported through the three paradigms of cognitive 
sciences: he differentiates �etween possessive, performative, and proactive knowledge and 
argues that each conception results in a particular learning style. possessive knowledge 
conceptualizes knowledge as information, as “money in the cognitive �ank” (perkins, 2008, 
4). students holding this view will adopt a surface learning approach, holding the illusion that 
possession will produce understanding. 

performative knowledge is “knowledge-as-understanding” which aims at acting �ased 
on possessive knowledge. this view will trigger a strategic or even deep learning approach, 
�ut the knowledge acquired will not �e easily transferred. a proactive conceptualization of 
knowledge requires the adoption of a deep learning strategy. it again includes the former stage 
and goes �eyond it in the sense that it involves an alert and lively use of knowledge, which can 
potentially �e transferred. 

Implications for Educational Practice

it seems o�vious that students’ conceptions of knowledge are influenced �y their 
teachers. the impact caused �y assessment and teaching methods on students’ learning cannot 
�e overestimated, since the mode of examination will determine what students will do and 
which learning style will be appropriate in order to pass the course (Biggs, 1999). In the light 
of the arguments a�ove one may also conclude that the assessment method chosen implicitly 
transports a notion of knowledge as well, e.g. consider the multiple choice test, – format which 
is notorious for inviting surface (or �ulimic) learning. Very high skills in test construction in 
demand in order to go �eyond the recall, or simply recognition, of separate facts in this mode 
of examination. 

While teachers usually start thinking a�out their courses starting with contents, then 
consider appropriate teaching methods, and finally the mode of examination. therefore fink 
(2003) proposes a �ackwards design of courses starting with the assessment methods and the 
questions what students should still know or �e a�le to do five years after completion of the 
course. the a�ility to reflect conceptions of knowledge against findings from cognitive sciences 
may support teachers in making decisions in the context of their discipline and general teaching 
environment. this is well in line with schön’s notion of the reflective practitioner (schön, 
1983). 

if the interaction �etween the educational and cognitive sciences is to go �eyond the 
(often unsatisfying) attempt to find direct-to-classroom recipes, explicit concepts of learning 
and knowledge must �e the starting point for any successful interdisciplinary colla�oration..

Conclusions

in the cognitive sciences there is a growing interest in the field of education. While some 
see the foundations of a new science of learning laid, others state a failure of direct-to-classroom 
application of �asic research findings and the lack of a common framework. assuming that a 
common understanding of the notions of learning and knowledge are central to such framework, 
a closer look reveals a limited num�er of learning concepts, namely association, storage and 
retrieval within the information processing metaphor, adaptation, learning as productive 
thinking (Wertheimer), and as internalization (Vygotsky). 

in its short history, cognitive science underwent two paradigm shifts, from classical 
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cognitive science to connectionism and then to em�odied and situated cognition. the learning 
concepts identified earlier correspond with paradigms which in turn implicitly transport notions 
of knowledge, which radically changed from viewing knowledge as separate units to an ongoing 
knowledge process mediated through mental, physical, and social structures. this finally 
puts cognitive science in a shape where it can start conceptualizing learning “in the wild”, 
thus also in educational systems. prerequisite for successful interdisciplinary colla�orationsor successful interdisciplinary colla�orations 
�etween cognitive and educational sciences is a clarification of via�le concepts of learning and 
knowledge. 

in educational processes the cognitive and educational scientists’ research interests 
meet. educational research has shown that the way individuals think a�out cognitive processesindividuals think a�out cognitive processes 
matters, �ecause the way students think a�out knowledge determines the learning strategy they 
will employ. 
thus there is a deep, �ut intricate relation �etween concepts of learning, knowledge, and the way 
we conceptualize human cognition. since the concepts involved may differ fundamentally they 
should �e reflected explicitly in order to come to a fruitful interdisciplinary colla�oration. While 
it may �e naive to attempt a direct-to-classroom transfer of �asic research findings to every day 
practice, it is still the teachers’ implicit and explicit notions of learning and knowledge which 
determine student learning. it may �e advisa�le to include an explicit reflection of underlying 
concepts their implications in teacher education. 
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